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The various developments in the petroleum cris1.S whmac: ..Sd^ 	 '`= 
mm
appeared over the last two years have lent particularl y Shari, em-1 Is
to energy supply problems, especially in Western Eurc-lie.
is very ur qually distributed o°- yr the world, Uetr 0- 11 euM is
primary energy source, together with natural as, and . s i, ,v^ _ce	 s
not stopped growing since the end of Wor ld ?=far l... In r s: ;^ , ^ s '= -
plied 50.7/ of the total energy needs in 19'3. 	 n -a ddition to
as a fuel, petroleum is the key to non-energy products vital t-;
dustry: oils, tars, greases, petroleum coke., ray.	 _' Or
heavy organic chemical industry, etc. Their .r:Gnu fact u_e dv e, of
course, involve much smaller tonnages than those needed for vnerty
applications [1].
For the short and middle range, the avalab = ' s T ofuV
of petroleum needed by the industrialized nations seem ^c depenld
on financial or political considerations, rater tnan - techn_- :.1 c -
straints, in view of existing production ca pacities and t::e	 Zv
proved reserves, which are some 100 billwon metric tons 	 ost vo t^
of Western Europe, which is especially short of fossil ^y= : rc of ons,
are feeling a marked imbalance in their balances of - a y-°.ents Fece s
of the :passive imports of petroleum from the ..fiddle East
need, and because of the succc_- ivU incrc:a ses _..n th. 
which the producing states have i : p o ed ' '3] • _ : Gwlu	 ^ ^ L - _ v
university of Louvain
French Petroleum Institute
Numbers in margin indicate paginat j,on in foreign t e _ t .
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conserve an energy source which has become particularly burdensome by
making drasticreductions in its overall use. Such a resin., can h
achieved by thoughtful 'optimization of the devices which use it---Inc---
burners, etc,,), together with an intensive battle against enegy was t e.
For the longer range, It is advisable to secure the orogre S we
replacement of petroleum, for which reserves are ^	 ss r ly .-.^ece ua^	 _te
for those sectors where it does .not have to be used	 scs:.e
reason; by industrial development of new, sure, and abu-:os 4 s pur ces of
energy. To produce this diversification, consi- der.able v'_ ;='t 1. n .--
being •d:evoted to nuclear energy for production flf electlYt;.r , as £;e
as in the mining and treatment of oil shales and tar sands L^T^.
In this changeable context, coa' , a traditicn^.l sW := i oa' ;^ '
and raw materials which has felt a relatively 'Large recession over tY_e
.Last decades with respect to petroleum and natural Sas, age Y Seems to
offer interesting prospects.
Known reserves, of the order of 5000 bil.Lion. metric tons, are
considerable and could provide the world's energy needs fcr Several
centuries..
Of course, the deposits in the nor-L-h of
some of which are wovlted out, ar	 4 ti` v 	 :°^= t.^ 'E '<
geological characteristics of theirs ac^^ 	 7e	 °:	 -	 _ ..
difficult. The veins are not very thick, are broken on a,n
and are deeply buried, so that m r nt costs oue be	 ic
Current research concerning these deposits aims rat _et• aZ
gasification of t;e coal in Situ. More favflrab e flr ur eat
and especially Germany, the situation appears to se eX-cellen 
countries such as the United States, Canada, South
which have enormous deposits, some amenable to srr	 ..iY
Ordinarily  uSed as a solid, Cc)a.l can be Cfl: ?,1 „ca
into energy-rich gas and liquid °rac;,_ons ni .. ro _	 - = 9 ,... _
f or petroleum products, or into the ydrocan;c , r4
to supply the organic chemical industry.
This is why for a dozen years research a imed at u p - ruc r 
been growing in many industrialized countries. 	 r the UT::tv
for instance, 550 million dollars was spent on !--sper:.__
2
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12. :iydrotrea;,ment of pyrnlsis c`_ls; 1?. Extract.; , L . Y' re t	 G- y
thesis; 15. Fischer - Tr op sch process ; 16. hy'dr3z - , c&' is-s --- 3'
tract.; 17.17. Liquid hydrocarbon fractions
Production of liquid fuels or ch .-.._cal products =_ 	 ca= a :
accomplished by three main paths (^anie I):
-- Coal pyrolysis (COED, Garrett's, Coal Pyroly- 	 and
Process-es) at temperatures of 500 to 850o C -- 511 ; the
obtained can be hydrogenated later to im prove the	 of	 st
fuel fractions.
-- 
Preliminary gasification in the presence:: Of
LurGi, Koppers-Totzek, Union Carbide, and Otri^ r prcc^^.^^s) v^
(Bi-Gas, Hydrane, and Hygas Processes) at temperatures which
greater than 1000 00 [5]. The mixture of grases obtained,
mainly of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane, carbon A4 0., . 'e,
hydrogen sulfide, is then sent to a Fischer-Tropsch unit after
tion to remnove CO 2 and H2S in particular. Known since 1c22 w...
I	 1	 ^I	 L	 I	 1
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on an industrial scale by Germany of the Third ae:i
World War, the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis [b] produces
carbon fractions which are truly synthetic crude oils,
carbon monoxide and hydrogen according to the :;µsic react-1c:.:
C0+211,	 — CI f t — }- H,i)	 :^ l t : _ – ^,•j
 kcal
Th
e 
m
ost recent processes OL'6rate between 25U :G	 v"0 at
of the order of 25 bars, in the presence of iron-case catalyst, Usec
-in :fixed-bed reactors (ARG process) or in fluid-bed i^eaetar;^ ^e=log
Process) which are carefully optimized for easy remo •,• w_ c_ t^e _..gat
evolved. The yield of liquid hydrocarbons with molecular wei_..
greater than that of propane is of the order of 11 $5 grass per c_,.,_
meter of synthesis gas.
Solubilization o f coal at oelatively high temperature,
40 0 and 5000C [5], [7) in liquid hydroca bon fractions, fol^::._^
hydrogen treatment of the extracts (Corso:. Synthetic F uel or
Solvent Refined Coal or SRC, and other processes). As an e ,: —
we shall describe the principle of the CSF process briefly
The finely powered coal is dried and- ; re ea-tee:.	 a f_..-^ eu
held at 250°C. It is then mixed with a eo.mpo
y
sita solvent c3nZ_ .t_:: ;
aromaticatic hydrocarbons which boi l 	 Gbetween UI- and 3:5000.
of solvent to coal is about 3:2. '--'he suspenslo n JLS then p_:.._:
a tube furnace at a pressure of iC bars, where it is t'^e.?.te.: t0 "he
extraction temperature., 390-400°C.
The extraction proper takes place in 4 stirred tan:: were: t e
coal s,:spension is dif^ested.
The gases evolved are car: ied t:, the ^:ow st L^.::. frwctio:.^. g
tion, While-the solid and liquid phases are separated by hydrocyclones.
In its turn, the licuid phase i5 Sent to the fract.io nin;; section; '_
solid residue is feed for a pyrol y sis u it to prod; ce co:•:e
go-
r. Th^Se processes are modern versions of the treat.a ant for direct - pir'4=
genation of coal proposed in 1913 by 	 6],h.4-chy, op_,. ` 2t
:•peer. 400 and 500°C with hydroger. pressures of t e order of 11C ^c
200 bars.
4
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Figure 1. Diagram of the CS:' eoa -
Key: 1. Coal; 2. Prepara:icn o-
tion, 400° C, 10 bar; 5. heating gL..
uas;	 8. Ashes;	 9. Extract; 10. Re:	 -.
ing of extract; 12. pyro .'r5is uni';, 50u`-
purifie r ; 1 4. Heating gas ; 15 . Hydrogen p_-
16..Distillation; l7. :ydrotreatment, 45u°
18. Fractioning; 19. Tars; 20. Residue (Fut; _' r
21. :ieavy distillate; 22. cd	 distillate; 23
distillate; _24. Synthetic petroleum
The fractionating system handles all the gaseous and llqu_u
products and the tars from coking. For im proved quality, the -aseous
effluents receive an additional purifica..ion, while the heavier frac-
tions are hydrotreated in a catalytic section operating at 2:3-8CGs_^
with a Co-Xo base catalyst sup p oi'tt::t^1. on al-U'. f- :a,	 i i yd^'O Un
for thus operation is produced by partial oxidation of o,-.e fracY_ =-
the solid extraction residue.	 -_-
The extraction solvent, taken out of the producti
recycled to the head of the unit, is composea of a distillate 	 ct
fro.:. the fr actioning column, of part of the hydr otreated cat ; c_,
of a mixture of the two, derendinb on tha way t: e systen fu nct_,rn- .
The chemical structures desired for the coal-so''ution process belo::v
1iiIi
1	 1	 1	 I	 _.... l	 ^	 ^	 _	 t
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to the family of alriyltetralins, which have the
losing hydrogen easily and being converted to
10i
	
+ coal	 -y	 I01	 + %ya=•agena:,E4 cca- l
Such a medium does two things:
-- By means of reactions which transfer	 ro	 °r:,..
ino_ecules to the highly unsaturated ex :tact::, .t st abilizes 7.- & "p±v
fr-o-,ents produced by disagr egation and thcrma=- .c^Oraposit c c t
coal. Extraction is thus accompanied by the _c3_ -odif_f c.t-o:. 3
solvent, :which becomes crogres:.ively poorer in hydre^en.
-- It acts as a solvent for the moleculas ex -.ractel-- and StcG^l^::e
in this way.
In 1966 a 70 ton/day pilot, pant operating on t:ie 0'j-7 process	 :.
built in th e United States. aoviover, its operation encou	 -_-&;.
mechanical-engineering problems, which led to s ut-do::'n of
1970 for overnaul and modification.
Despite the inevitable enoireerino pro Gems encaunte.-&a
to an industrial scale, , oal solubilization a ppears scicrt:_^c^^	 t __
a valuable way of up-grading solid fossil fuels. We shall first :a :e
a brier look at the best-known characteristics.
1. BASIC DATA; ON COAL S0LUBL'IZATI01
or a long time solvent extraction has been a commonly-used
technique for studying the composition of coal [8
3
gatorJ werL concerned chlelly with care yinf; out. the it s ,, 	 '-vris w" , .
} solvcnts sa,;h as benzene, ethanol, o urnyl, either, chlor , frr::,,and
disulfide at their normal boilini; Points.	 in _VL_	 : rc:ayr
pyridine is the prototype of the h-* ----y basic solvent.
t
-	 give p2.rt_cslarly high extraction yields : Fi ^, ^9] .L.. ia' d
called at this point that the procesc of coal solution `_s
swelling of the solid. The v_, ume increase which: esu'_ts is
°first indication o.L the effectiveness of t're solvent used.
I
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Some authors have also proposed use of a butt(::°,y	 :ac.
would allow a finer separation of the s:;lwolized fr4c -
The method recommended for this by Wheeler ?.710] depends 	 an
extraction with pyridine, followed by successive treatrre:._.>
extract with chloroform, petroleum ether, ethyl et », G.. -
;^	 But it is especially since 1935 that studies of coa;
I`	 have thrown new light on the structure cf coals and on "he .rcce.sca
which are the principal 'actors in t eir soi*ation.
a1i3OU1"itS of extract and especially the tempera ture 	 I:ti:h t:s',! ,__ c. C,'- —
tainied, one usually manes a distinction.81 between si mple ex.rac^i^:. c '
an essentially physical nature, and cor.-filex e: ;;r._.ctio acco ar.,':.`
significant chemical ;rarsfor^at ions:
--Sir..ple or non-specific extraction is carried out at teperatures
oelow 150-200 0C. It gives heavy yields of e::tr::;;^, cf t::e C_-- dLr
several percent, which can reach 20 to 40% for bituminouz coal: ir. 3^;':e
high-efficiency solvents. In the latter case, various s ;ud_e:. ± 	 '.a'rc
shown that the nature of the extract is still identical tc
sample.
—Complex Or disintegrative extraction is ca.r _ed out c: a
t	 temperature, generally above 300 0 0, and aF esu l tS 	 :nar:ceC: :..^c a _
modification t.: the sample because of the activation of varic-__ reac-
-'
	
	
bons at high temperature. This is the method of treatment; 1:. o_vto _..
current coal-liquif ication processes which use ext. ctio:
times gives -onsiderable yields of extract, since for
coals treated at high temperature the yields may react:
In the rest of this a, iele, try shall lock rr:ore c'_c: e_.
):tractions conducted at moderate temperatures to exclude
chemical reactions which :,could lead to uncontrolled char.-%^s
components of the treated coal.
'From experimental results _n the __terazure, one can ex_"
grass Ji ,ld of extract will be a function of the 4etail^
and t't.e nature of the solvent used. In this
proposed a qualitative classification of solvents accord°:: t
extractive capability (Table II). The cr_teris .or t:z
de , end on four main tests shown Li Table =I, ,-.,here ;,he
order of decreasing power. If solvents which do not satin=
I,
1et^ LE II. CRITERIA FOR C'.LhSaIIY^+^\
DRYDEN [12]	 THE + AND - SIGNS 1NDICAT7Z
f7	I-
-THAT PARTICULAR CLASS ,MEET THE PROPOLSED TE3r.ti
'BT T1,M 1 l,)lf;) COM.
Propesed tests	 -	 ii 14-_-IV
A Bituminous coal swells in ti:c ;a-v--nt, ara
the re is a large amount of extract.	 -	 -	 -	 -
rs	 _'ter -washing and drying, tha et.,ylenediG-
m: ne extract of the coal, reeipit te-f tY
addition of H 2O and HC1, is soluble in the
solvent tested.
.- al d , is o, the etny-C After washing and ^,art^	 r^r
ienediamine extract cf the cost, precirita-
:ed 'k-dy addition of H.20 and - HC1, is s^luole
J	 in the solvent tested
D A dilute solution of extract, in c :.:, -
ienediamine is not precipi.tate,d b:r
of the solvent tested.
(Class I) are included, the extraction media can be divided i n to five
classes of increasing effectiveness: thus, solvents in C?as,es Ii an.
III di not attack a solid bituminous coal, but do neverthe_,.=s.3 have
some affinity for extracts in the liquid phase (Class II) or after
partial drying (Class III) which have been obtained by prio-r treat er
of the sample with ethyle neaiamine. Class IV solv::ts r y e= 4r `:._^
same ethyienediamine extract after precipitation and thorouxh
	
Finally,, solvents in Class V are very effective in vxtractlo , w- J	-
seen i:, the swelling of the sample an(4 by the su.,.- t-r.t:G ...ass ,^i - lu -
extract.
Table III shows how the most important organic solvents are idlsv
among the five classes. From these q ualitative conside_atio s$ we have
	
sou(yht in the present work to analyse more deeply how the reed	 -ara s
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in coal sole
solvents to
structure.
=-	 main points
.iblication, notably by relating t he
their physical-chomical propertiee
first, However, we shall give a br
of the exper i ments perfor ed.
11. EXP .RI;q N"OAL YjETF.3D
and ',c
leg c^^cr i_ ^_
1.5'
Y+
we shall ' ooi successive: y at	
^^ e .= 4
In	 is s ct on 
preparation or the samples, the extraction a;, pa= at'^.
determination of extract yield.
i. Mature and preparation of the charges.
Car study deals with coals from Belgian. LasiM (T'=b' e 10
des _ndustriesby the instit^:t rational	 -
live 1rdustries Institute], } we thz`'..ii'
lion, these are coals running, from bituminous'.1i tlh a ave-age orntent
of volatile substances to carbon-rich seTMi-ant =='ac'tcs•
_.:e saxples used .;ere ground to pass a Tyle» Mesh 1 0 s =_ _ _.. wx t <
no- retent' on (maximum particle diameter: 1. 5 M-21 , the n YJa e 	 # `h
a r'^ixt-,^r e of carbon to rachioride and ben zene.
-':.ey were characterized by elemental analysl s and `cas-u= e:^en t
their reflectivitie s (Table 'Ji.
To improve extraction e iaiency by inereasinZ th e 1= ^---s-f--
Uo r e 4uce the z* t xi ui"ir.terface, these samples -.rerz a ; wan gro-a c	
"
diameter of the particles to 125 mm; repeated ovendryings re- ve. a bf
water which might have beer. absorbed. In adc-:_c n, e care:.- :
avoided any harsh therral ;treatment while	 es were
a:, 3uch heating of sarnplcs is W01 1 known ICMW-	 -
	in the mass yields of extract trrough c'reM:ica= :aU=- -^ -	 -
[13], 114].
xzraction apparatus.
TI.e extractions were carried out in two types o= app'aj a_s^"
extractor and :;tirred contact CC11.
10
I	 i
Origin	 hictr::tigrap	 .--. .
.\i) y)1r	 Layer i ; .\n.irc 1 1 1.1.611, d7 m a
\\•,ttelchei	 •	 :11(i1t \\'^•=5;•, .,.
:\ii Sn;t Laver	 to 1.i nihu^ ► r;;• t;4.$ 111b	 t ....,	 ..
^t.1^C, 1:i•.?ric	 \\csthh'i0vil
\i) 5`);3 Layer .i 1Jwbnur9 • .i46 :it b	 Q)uimmon
AD y),.1 Layer	 ul h	 k2&wrcnurn
\\ •vristCr- Hunt NiC	 i WC.'tpi.itli a A
AD y1I5 t Layer. (-.rat.ciC-Do u • , i .R iu b	 Q14trV,r0n
CCtir . U. i;e	 \\•Cstp).;Ihw% A
AD 39,16 Layer 31., Zuanla • rg	 701 m a ^	 Qua-
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yy ^, 1 ,.
7") "P 7' , em u I3, JO
`f
Daft
T •	 ^•	 -ten'	 '^T.*1,'i T n hy n=-i' —_vf"1-.
IT N
Sample V013tliE _  -	 -- -- — -- 5	 - ^izy\ Xatter•, (Weight, ^
AD	 ..................	
_;i.: Si.i" 13 I 1,a0 79
Ai)	 54j jz .................. 22.26 q ,90 .59
AD 5W3 .................. :5. 403 35.55 -:.37 ^	 i.^?
AD	 j ,'-; .................. 1_,19 q_.33 .;,1.; 1,10
i	 0 -84AD	 5 ri;; .. .	 .... I ......... S . 05 9)	 1?0 ;.70.
AD	 54111 ...................	 3 1	 zu S5.?; .5.34 ^_ 6• 7- I ?3 0,1:0
a. LS^ oxhlet extractor.
In Soxhl°t extraction (Figure 2a) the carefully weier -_ a
is :ilacec in a pore .1S thimble of resistant 	 e
in the middle part of the apparatus. To keep the hhimb-' a fr ._hurh`.-
ing with solvents which brim about larse swan'--ag of Lrc aoa^j &C
samples were first allotted to so;;:;: in the extr act on medium for
hr s. at a temperature between 20 and 40 0 C. The tube R contmaining the
thim:.le is connected to a heated flask 3 whe. , the jo i ven , =s add
a:;d tc a reflex condenser
With the solvent heated to boiling in flask 3, to vapor given
off rises through side arm ^1 and condenses in -; he liquic °scivent
falls lack under gravity into tube R ...:.ch It s=o'.. /
the thimble of coal which is being extracted. When she accumulating
solvent, which is becoming progressively richer in ext-racz, reached
the top of siphon tube S, it is s iphoned out into flas'e: 3	 and
replaced by fresh solvent.
And so the process is repeated during the :Whole operation; at t:3e
end of the extraction, all the eXi:ract is in flask 3,	 residue
remains in thimble C.
It may
 
be pointed out that Soxhiet extraction, h_-^ o:-.	 :o
set up and lends itself to large-scale exper -jmentat =on, .:Gc-^
folloK'in- drawbacks [141:
--the operation is conducted at a temperature closely
the nor...al boiling point of the solven:, though -enerally a f_-..: _._
belo'r: it, because of insufficient co n`.rol of coolfnV during
of t	 vaoG'r;
--if a 2o,,.posit^ solvent is introduced into fla_--z B, e::	 -
takes place with a condensate of significantly different,
from that of the solvent remaining in the =task, due to :;he
in vosatilit ji of the different Componen z s;
--there may be imperfect drainage of the solid sample as a
of preferential channeling within the thi' ... iiie .
These deficiencies of the Soxhlet exLr-ctor can be re.edied
switching to a stirred contactor.
b. Stirred contact cell.
gL ven amount of coal is suspended '_n the e_-ara.ct io::
is iz-_;r oduced into a the y micstatted cell - .d stirred b1'-
blade stirrer turning at _20 rpm to ive inti:':ate contact beswe-_-
:1	 +and solid particles (Figure 2b), thuspro^uci:.^ w fa^,^o.+ ablz ef_c: ­_ _--
the extraction. kinetics. Conse q uently, one can operate at any
b::low the normal boiling point of the extraction solvent, whose co.^.pO 1-
tion is also unambiguously defined.
l2	 -
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rigure 2 a and b. Diagram of exuractlon appa a --'6es. e,..
On the other hard, it becomes necessary to :rake n : extra
to separate the residua from the extract. At the experimental --c:vel,
this operation, which is fre quently laborious because of the v:..•
given off by the hot solvents and because of the hi`h viscosities o_
some of the solutions, does partly cancel the advantages of the br^N_•er
effectiveness of the stirred contactor [141.
Now, in view of the different operating conditions which are f_.-
volved in these two methods of extration, it could be expected th--
results obtained by one method will sometL-es be quite different
fro-, those by the other. In the rest of this paper we shall therefore
be careful to male direct comparisons only of data which were deter-
mined in the same way, althoug:^, we shall refer to the most convenient
apparatus for each particular case.
i T_ I	
_-_—Ti- _ - I
	
I
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3. ;Measurement of extract ;Meld.
The result of the extraction is ziven nu:..erical value as the ~as--
i extract yield obtained, expressed as a percenta,e. The casles, deter-
mination consists of measuring tha weight loss of the sa:-:1a treated.
The extraction residue left in the Soxhiet th-f :,ie or oc ^^.., w:'te_
hot filtration of the coal suspension from the stirrer ccnt 3C u r,
then washed for 6 hr with water or acetone to remiove all traces of
active solvent. Then it is dried in an oven for 43 hr at 120 0 - Gna
we shed. In theory, the weight loss recorded corresponds to t ne amo*unt
extracted.
It is wise, however, to verify ti:e overal- .:.PVC_ - __ 3 a-^:^c:. c_
operation with test experiments. To do this, the extr act is i sc'_ated
by evaporation of the solvent or precipitation ;:_tr pe;roleu. etnar,
After wash ing and drying, _-its weight should „e very n e r_y e: u-cal to t..:i
'	 =oss of material from the sample.
As a oenerai thing, these various checks have lea to satisfactcr.
reSwltS fi4]	 The. e f s still a z gal= syste-,.,_c error, hoj'cvc_', .:an
excess of 1 to 2,, which can be attributed in particular to a sl'-.
inter fering oxidation of the coal. It is xnown .;hat :::_en they are
:heated in the presence of air, even to moderate
have a tendency t0 OxidiOe mo re Or leS5 slow
l
y ^8], Ll"]	 It _s also
known that oxidation of coal can r:aCe significant changes in -1.0.-e  -`ss
Jr .eld s of ea tract LG]	 ac fi...Z. ;he .la m nitude 3a
of the extractions made durin- this work were conducted under wnert
at.:icspher e. fable VI gives some results of this stuay obtained in
extraction of coal AD 79/6 in air and under notrGge-.. l.. ^: Y.era	 e:-
tract yields are always slightly smaller in the presence of oxygen Char=
arider inert atmosphere, all other things being cqua-; this dif arence
seems especially appreciable for yrfd* ne. :'host c_ cur exile_ f - c-n •s
=j	 ce:,cr_bed below were carried out ir. air.
Since the natures of the coa- and of the solvent have baen fi ed,
-	
the effects which the main operatinj variables have on the plc	 o-
extract should now be discussed.
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TABLE VI. EXTRACTION OF CGAL AD 59/0 - . =R AND
Extract
Solvent
	
Method of extraction	 (wein::t
'	 In air	 unc c	 _ _
rh:idina....................... Stirred contact cell 	 17,0]`ih%-!cnt-dialn!rlc ............... 	 (	 =7.7
ttt OLnv iaminc........... • .. Stirred contact cell	 .g,G
n-hl -%vll III lilt .................. f	 50xhleC	 17;0-
Extraction time: 48 hours.
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III. EFFECT OF 0?ER TI G Y'AfiIriBLES ON YI -D 0
In succession,* •'e shall study the effect o_ amount of
tr c -ion time, and ext. action temnperatwra on	 mass yield of 1}x tra--- .
1. Amount of solvent.
In order to be sure that the solvent does not become sat^r_ted
during the extraction, we chose to employ a volume of _-quid
::ith respect to the amount of coal tr eaten. ?rel f minary experl::ents
allowed us to define bett-r the amount of solvent to use to accomplish
this.
ln this study, we h^.ve extracted rariable amcu:.tc o° coal r:` th
constant volume of solvent. We made e xtractions i	 ^tirr-d --G ntact
cell at 115 00 with 200 ml of pyridine for 48 hr, us-,:^ 2-	 5--'-
samples of coal AD 59/6 which led to the same yield of extract,
[143. In addition, treatment of the residues from the preceedi::;_-c-
tion experiments with a new Charge of fresh solvent rode--e ": Cn--
negligible yields of extract. 0.8 and 1.8 0j. :his fact s..ows anu^^ _^^.
that all substances which could be extracted under the condl;,_ons adopted
:ere indeed taken into solutions during the first C>^^^:^3tiOt.. ^ call 	 l^
be concluded that for the solvent in q uestion, the vol-um- of --L "	;h23e,
200 ml, is quite sufficient to treat 5 gm of sample	 55/6.  ln vie. ,., of
!-,e se results, and without prejudging the	 ext.-act^L..
ties of the various media, we have held a ecnstan.v solvent vc':^we c°
200 ml and,sample weight of the order of 2 gm for al our test::.
2. "xtraetion time
	
The effect of extraction time on yield has been t e s 'c; :	 of
scarcely any complete quantitative papers 	 the _iterat:re. lost
authors hLo have worked on this question. seem to assume that the extrac-
tion begins rapidly and continues by a slow chem'cal deco o _t_on of
the sample.
And so they generally limited the solvent extruct'ons to the-firs::
period, which corresponds to a maximum duration of l to = .._ 
To obtain more exact data about the k-4net'cs of coal d_ssclutiCn,
we extracted various samples for various times. Results fo r. cthylene-
diamine and pyridine are shown in Table VlI, which gives mass j' .ells c_
extract as a function of extraction time; they are also shown graphically
in F igures 3 and 4.
With the extraction time in hours as the absc_z_ _ and U*- , e mass
yield as the ordinate, we obtain kinetics curves which b ehave vary
alike in both the Soxhlet and the stirred contact cell. For exG.:.p-__,
for-coal AD 59/6 treated with ethylenediam'ne in the Soxhlet,
is obtained in 6 hr, while it takes 4$ hr to reach t he limit'n.= yield
of 285' (Figure 3, Curve 1) . Thus, the extract on begins : a ) iul;, ,
after a fea :lours continues more slowly, and reaC les a pla^^ ^^	 ^^;
-o hr of treatment.' The curve obtained A r ith the stirred con;:w^tor for
the same coal-solvent pair has similar characteristics ( f-0- -ure 3, a vc
2), but the height of the plateau, which -;etermfnr.s t	 r..; ::- u:.: ,•iel:
of extract, is quite different. In all, ethylen.edLanine ap..ears to be
less effective in a stirred contactor (yield of t e order of 2u;) t an
when it is used in a Soxhlet, when the yield rea r. es 28	 It ::_ll a'^sc
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SOIyCni: (CH2NH2)2
Extrcchon en	 i
G 5oxhlet
• Stirred
contact
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v 2 
c
v
w
Ij 10
y
t0
:
0 1.-	 :	 ,
0	 12	 24	 36	 4b
Extraction time (hours)
(tc —	 E
AC54/i ^ ='S5't I
v 15
lu
T
.W 10
f	 IU
X
^	 I
N 5
	 -	 I	 (	
.^. xt rcc t:an C:
!(^	 • Stirred
contact
c	 cell
0	 i2	 k4	 35
	
40
Extraction. it	 (hour-S)
A^.9/6
Figure 3.	 (Solvent . ethylenedla-
	 Ff ^ ure 4.	 t;;oly '4! "l l.;.	 _c.irc; .
nine) .
Figures 3 and 4. Effect of extraction t --:::e  c.-O ex :: act
	 _ -_ .
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be seen that at least in the °first hours the extraction .-.r^_
faster in the stirred contact cell than in the Soxh et
Curves 1 and 2). At the end of c hr, the extracts obtaf
ecual, at 14%, while as we have "uBt 'pointed out they ar c 	 _ -
e. t after 48 hr. One can thus see t e importance of	 c-
tio. time which will give representative results.
Similar results are obtLined in the trea-ment o coals
59!1 with phridine in the stirred contactor or the Soxhlaw
3ut for these two samples the stirred contactor is `,hz >`;_e
this Llne, both for rriaL;z yield of extract and for _r:i.racti^:.
(Figuro 4, Curves 1 and 2); the maximum yielc is reached in
after -6 hr, while extraction in the stirred contactor take,
as long, 18 hr, to go to completion.
't-fie have exte need this study to coal samples :;it: a
higher carbon content. For ethylenediamine we found that r'-,
showing the increase in extract yield with inne do vary wit
car:.onization of the samples treated. The plaVCaM beco..ec.
pass from soft coal (AD 59/06 ) to lean coals.
!de also found that the extraction is much faster for so-t coal than
for highly developed coals. Maximum yield is reached after 4V' fir for
semi-anthracites, while it is virtually reached after 18 hr for coats
AD 59/1 and AD 59/06 (Table VIIA).
Pyridine is fundamentally different from e^hylenedia;rin e in its
action on the two least developed samples. Thus, maximum extract yieli::
are higher for coal AD 59/1 although its carbonization is more advanced.
3. Extraction temperature
Ill investigators are unanimous in f inding an incr ease a.. .5s
tract yield with temperatura IN]. For instance, the result:; of
F
-
161: extraction of an 855-sari nn coal with benzene gave 0.1 ylc"_d at
800 C and 8.9% at 2200C.
The effect of
	
on	 ys.eld Of e_., :;act 
various methods: extraction in a stl_^red contactor by the s-a MIL: clvc :t
at variable temperature, or Soxhlet treatment by solvents e err;; 1 .^, t...
same c hemical functional group .?.ttached to carbon chains of varying
1eng V`..v .
In the second case, the temperature of ect is involved in t::e
tract icn through the fact that in the fa-fly o_' solvents being cc ^:s=^^_
the boiling point is a function of the le:_nth of the ear,on chain.
.wring the present work we have ;.Sc:: 	 ab ove
i	 l	 '" y	 are 	 - n m	 TTS `lC^y. The :"iairi resu t s O b;, a Tied i e 5^.c,Wr i„ _ ab 1..-S ttT+y	 and :. ._..d
expressed graphically in Figures 5 and 106, which give the mass extract
yield as a function of extraction. temp erature or number of carton at..::^
In	 e solvent molecule.
The effect of extraction temperature has bc_-. 	 by
:method (Table VIII), using butylamine (:.P. 72-1 0 C '11 ,	 _..
e,,hylenediamine (B.P. 117 0 0) and phridine (B.P. 1150C'11:
amines and one heterocyclic amine. As can be seen in =_;ura 	 _	 -
tract y-jeld increases strongly with extraction to pore ^a-or
a1_;,hatic aniines (Curves 1, 2, and 	 n contras`,, e::tract_
pyridine is not affected by temperature very Much: the mass
TABLE VII. EFFECT OF EXTRAk^_ION TIME
	 MASS EXTIFACT
The letters S and C indicate the extracticn methoc used : Li	 _ ., - xhlat
and C = stirred contact cell.
A. Solvent: ethylenediar.ine °-
Yield in extraction t_..:o sho n (....: _`..;
?Method of
Coal
extraction —
6 
	
1-11 I$h	 2.;	 It 301+ :. I S	 J+
:\1.)59/j 5..;0	 7,SU 9.10	 10 uu :^, Iu, =,o
:\1) ;g(2 ti s,00:,fi0 ;,qo	 3,8o ;..+u .S.Go
A ll 59/i S a,Go	 3,00 3.50	 4.00 `• 4,i^' !,.GO
AD 59,4 5 2.50	 2.8u $..;0	 3. 7U ., 4,3u
AD 1,Su 3,10	 3,.;0 3.65
AD 5916 S 13.10
	 19, 50 23.50	 25,70 u 27,70
AD 54;'G ---C. T	 I15- C 11..50	 13,U0 IS, 5',	 1^1,.;U 20,yn
AU 5915 C. T = ilj° C 11.1U	 14-,jo i7,OJ	 l^,y;, :J,t^u tU,U0 (J. V0
AD in;r, C. T =-	 11.5 o C i	 10 •,ci0	 I{,GO 1 J•()U	 18, So I'), 4G 1q,30 .f-O
B. Solvent pyridine
-	 Yield in-Extraction tire	 ^...(, 
__g;-,t 7)?.ethod of
	
Coal	 extraction
	
AD 5`+ ! 1	 C. T = 11.5° C	 t3,.;o	 17-;O	 1^S,($0
	
AD 5q(6
	 S	 5..1,
	
J3. Go	 ri.00	 11.40
	
A1) so 16	 C. T	 1150 C	 IU.i,U	 1 4 - Se)	 15.V	 17.10	 1G	 I-,ir.	 i^,
	
:\f> qq !6 	 C•, T -_ '•oo C	 ()..Jo	 13.60	 tV.o^^	 It;,_,0	 1G,}^
	
Iu,^o	 1G.:•..
5001 is about equal to that at 115'0 
	
coal AD 59 /0
5, Curve 4.
The results obtained by the second :,Jethod are shown -ra 
riEu2'e 10. The tests Were carried out with Ia:IJ11 -_' cQ- cf p r_ra-y c..
alcohols 'coal AD59/1 1 Curve 2) and primary cliphat_c :. :sines (cc:
AD 59/1 and AD 59/0, Curves 1 and l'). In any one fat'iily, the bo:.
point, which determines the working temperature of the Soxhlet
apparatus, Increases with the lenrth of the aliphatic chain: -
ample, on passing from propanol to decanol, the boiling point c.
from 970 to 229 0C. Again there is a cons—ldar .ble incr^Cast-
yield with temperature.
We can thus conclude that in genera- the yield: of
affected favorably by a rise in extractio temperature.
experiments we have avoided temperature re-ions i:. *vihich f
chemical changes in the materials of the coal might, occur,
	
;, o ,- 	 less we should nov. loos.- at th, - -	 ^	 - - -
of the coal on the yield of extract.
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.	
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t - -TABLE VIII. EFFECT 0?
CONTACT CE L (CO '.L
Yield az Extraction	 L X)
Solvent
480 C ('06 C 7&0 C	 00" C C 11 .5' C	 C
.................... 0 . 70 1.70 3.)j')
I lc
	
la III in t. ............. 0,60 ...no j C, OU
	 0
J'yri"dino ................ 6, iG.No 17.(",	 1 7, 00 1 7, no I I
................. .; , 20 5.10 6.00	 .0.40 17.70 2o.0o
Extraction time: 48 hours
Extraction in stirred cc-.tac: - cj;.LA.
201 
Coal AD 59/6, t = 46 h
' ! 
our. Li
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X
t
Extraction temperature ('0)
Figure 5. Effect of extraction zwcir,pelrature on extr-ct yiell-.
!V. EFFECT OF THE NATURE OF r."HE C01."L OAT YID --:)
I s coa' is lundamennally a
I n va-lou , stages o f dew-:lopraen--, it is valuable to -study theV
of extract yield as a function or dc '-;.rce of ca-rbo-nizatilon.
-.In this respect, our experi-.,.en-^al --e.3U!ts arc 	 1y
to those obtained by Dryden [12]; they are 7,4 .ven in fable
etaylenediamine and pyridine used in Soxhlet extractions,
are given graphically in Fi yure 6, where the yield is	 or6-'-
20
the degree of carbonization of the coal is tc absclss .
Curvy: 1, for othylenediaminc, s:iows a continuouo oleo: e 	 in ex-
tract yield with increasing carboniza;.lon of the coal, ezpeclull,
:narked between 85 and 89;' carbon. Sem -Inc:.raci`	 ::uch as dam.
59/2, AO 59/3, Ad 59/4, and AO 59/5ive low extract yieidz, practical!,;
the same for all. it must thus be concluded that ethyleriedia,lne i-
no longer successful in putting into solution t1t e high ly-c:, ::: : ed
organic structures contained in these latter coals. Curve 2, -for
rhridine, appears totally different, since the ;Meld of ext.a:t :._gir.3
by increasing with carbon content, Does through a	 at Lbcut c7;+
carbonization, then falls rapidly and for semi-anthracites ruches
values comparable to those obser y .d with atayle nedia : _:.
It is understandable that because of its a.?c &t_c st= -, c ,-- ^_ c, y:-
would prove to be more effective in extracting moderate y ccr: e:sed
molecules than ethyleredia.mine, ar. al_p hark solver' ; .
Since the roles of the main var_.sbles and
have been defined, we can now deal more prec_sely with the 
the solvent on extract yield.
V. INFLUENCE OF THE NATURE Or THE SGLVE.._ 0N YI..L,) C). :::_
Many basic studies carried out with liquid-liculd extra.:ticr.:;
[17] 2 r'1 8] have shown that the behavior of an extraction medy-..^:
ch=aracterized mainly by its solvent power and its selec ui^r-	 "._ .
solvent power denotes the capacity of the medium to hold large or
amounts of the compounds being studied; selectivity represents the
effectiveness oI' the Solvent for ex tract ing the _c:tter tQ
c: substan ces of similar or different nature which must be le_';, co;-.;o-l-- - -
ly in the ,material being treated if tree desired separation is to b^
Solvent power and selec';_'vity 	 c =croscopi;, ,&	 o
van der Waals molecular interactions which occur bet •:e_ : tPe ­ J-_. _ r=
solutes. These are either of physical origin and connected 	 tool_
electronic properties (polarity and polarizabil_ty	 ^;r o_
origin and thus a function of specific affi. ities :so h'_-ch lead to App
ante of complexes by charge transfer or hydrogen bondiri¢. in bow- --se-Z.
the intensity of the interactions which tal=e place.in 	 1-1^-r li u
1. Pure solven.s
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TABLE IX. EFFECT OF DEORLE OF CARBON T_ZAT.IOiq 	MASS ZX'11 .'.; T YIELD.
SOXHLET EXTRACTION. EXTRACTION T--:.,'.
c
i
,
Solvent A))n;^1, AD =^..,/r .\U sy;1 -A])	 ' AD ,r, 'y	 ..:+	 3•ify
C
lah^ iiv:rdialnire ................. 17,70 lo, ju 4, Go 5100 4.30
Pyf:,iile ..........................1 I.1,oS 17.U3 4.99 .1.10	 1i 4. U0
Utis more :. parked as the concentratilDn c. active functien"^ :°
there increases.
In addition, the analysis of kinetic effects
undertaker, in the Chemical Kinetics labora tory of th	 _
Louvain has amply demonstrated [19', [20],_21 - hat tr yr 20],_21 2t
molecular forces are responsible for the phenomena observed by the
effect of solvent on rate and selectivity of many chemical tra.^efc_..._-
tions.
Based on these results, it thus sez—,s te-mpting to try in the
present study to relate the mass yield of extract to tha basis .:.;,=+r-
culal, properties of the solvent. We shall look successively 8t ^he
experimental data acquired in the treatment of samples by p. e solve~:;,s
or by ainary solvent mixtures.
= ,r.e results of -Soxhlet treatr,.ent of two soft coal:
59/1 and AD 59/0) are given in :able X. For each solve 	 t.
given Its normal boiling point (Column 2), its
(Column 3), and its kinematic viscosity (Column 5),
sample treated (Column 7) and the mass yield of extrac-
For all the experiments we have -std a constant
O rs hr, which is quite sufficient to complete ext ractio.
and ethylenediamine. It ;lust, however, be emphasized
which are not very active, for whit:. extraction k_net_c_
y`.eld obtained after 48 hr is probably belor: the *lax_* :. :.
could be obtained under the operating conditions selected.
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The data obtained for coal AD 59/ ' are
7	 r.	 <_:	 v
"i„ure	 The ;^oir.t for each so^vent ::a- 	 -t -
nor.mai boiling point and an ordinate ecru-1 to that	 - -_
rour,h exam ination reveals a wide scatv^^ v•	 "-
depending on the nature of tine medium used.
In	 it appears that solvents with high boilingaddition,
i.e., in the right side of the graph, are more ac 	 *,,re tau:
enperature.	 This eo of-rms thatextract at low t	 '
tates the process of attack on the so"-id sample by tr.e solvent,
have already observed (Fi gure 5)•
To avoid compiicatior.s  from --e temperature ef.cct, we naJ
{`h nearby boiling points.	 3ecause _^mass yields found for solvents w_,.	 . r M
the large number of liquids with :,oiling point s i n t .e re iO	 y - --^— A_	 _
y.,	
=	 - he solvef z_.	 on
we cho s e that range to coi.^ are the act _0:: o-	
y.
12 0 0 0,	 -
1 thu g' be noted that the yield i.-cr eases conzlder a^^ ^t w=tncoal.	 It wit	 ^
n-. basicity of the solve: t 	 .:_I for ace.increas	
^ c
^. ^;	 _
i »i e (B.?. 118 o C)	 the yield r a-ains no est in1and butyr or. t^
*tedium basicit y (alcohols, ketones), but beco: es	 y =_vents with low or
large in highly basic solvents such as dime thyl_o 	 ..-
ar.ir.es .	 Under the experi:aental conditions we Gdoptea, et:.^o: aromatic
ienediar,,ine	 (B.P.	 1170 0)	 is found to be the most effactive solve--.`. =c-
extr a ction of coal AL 59/ 06 .
of the extractive powers o'P few comparisons
solvents Still allow us to confirm the coherenc e of the res;	 ^-' s =-	 .	 iw.-.
t're analysis further alcr.g. 	 Thus, the three -.vth yl-PY-iu.:_:e _
r boiling points and basieities should lead to comparable e:::•=ac
under the assumption that these two factors are 
the Ma-_n ^-•^ -yields
ffectiV __	
-'	
,
-,esponsible fvr the effects observed. 	 This yM y, 
: u •^	 it is also observed t::dt the 	 DYsta ne4, 
ik'1C	 v:i3' 
remain less than that found for pyridine, whose boij=-erg po# - - ° °-
_	
-
, however, :,^sicity ara 1o^•'er. 	 It crust be pointed ou;, 	 = {_
of a methyl group contributes to a decrease ir.
case the addition
concentration of the basic heterocyclic nucleus.
It is also interestin g to car. Pare the behaviors Of aroµ=^ i
aliphatic amines with nearby boiling points.	 lr, this respect,
__WA
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i
G
• 10
r
u
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85,5	 69	 91,5	 4<
J
i
Carbon in smaple (l)
i,;ure c .	 Ef -LP ect	 of nature o_ coal o. cl: ;ra :t yielu.
seen that piperidine (B.?. 106 0C) extracts 14 1" _n	 _	 c same-
a?pearance of the aromatic character of the struc-wara, whic , -,a: _
	 a—n
important contribution to the bas° c character of
is thus found to be distinctly unfavo_able.
Pyrrolidine (B.P.
	 880C), a cyclic secondary amine co-taini -
four carbon atoms, is seen to be clearly ;:ore effective t an
(B.?.	 10060C), ever, thou.: its ;oiling poi nt is 200C
again, as with pyridine and its methyl derivatives, we meet i.. the
, ence of the secondary _;Wino grou., t za;.
	 favor = ^,	 i .' .	 cc	 ^ _..ir 3 .i^	 iili 1. 'v1 ^.
-	
to be due to augmentation of the :amount of the active aoiar
--
The comparison between aniline and cyclohexylamine
	 180
instructive.
	 'The saturated primary 	 Mi: e	 .:nich in as, a no.,r%t-'r
point 700C lower than aniline, still gives a higher extr.
- ^
the ldtte:.
	 The effect1veness of an1linE (B. P. 184 0,C) compared to
ey clohexane (B. P.
	 134°C) Must be 2elated t 
	 a dec: L 1:6s :
of the primary amino group which accompanies its att-achmilnt vo
:;ueleus.
	 It will also be seen that the behavior of
-	 ...:e ( 3 - P.	 13 1 ' o C)	 in extraction is ident cal to
	 of
mine	 (3.P.	 130 0C),	 which has
	 si..-.filar boiling point
	 and basic.'l- r.
UW
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Extraction in
I	 .•
CO 	 AJav/v
^ 2i1 _.r_^._...-._^^ y rr ! 	Cs Mgr«1K«1^
^N ^^
	
1 f^11y11Nj
	
IC ."Si	 YC141CS114ti 	 •
L	 I	 •^	 1
^^N •	 • • ^-cnytyn•^
•	
i .
CyM•o	 •
CnN;Ch,12f0
-
c y M,^N i 	l
CnCly	 iCy M,
1
1Z An I
	
• 	 ^
O	 Ct-,CN• C,
n l Cy 'CHSCOOK
r
40	 i1,	 'LJ	 .=!	 by
Boiling point of solvtrt (°C}
Yc
Figure 7. Effect of solvont nature on ex:
.it this point, it is interesting to Cet^r%•.-+• ^' i•^ t mss_	 •"
classfica ,^ion set up during extraction o,< soft coa_ sa.:..le	 f/
conti.ltaeS ;o be valid for a coal with a ig.:er Carbcr cc nt~ n'^ •
exper mental -.e&zlts obtained during, treatment of caal AD 59/1 are
plotted in Figure $.
While the general behavior of the curve of extract y=t+.^ v=- sc--
vent boiling point and basicity does hold here, there are nev th
a number of inversions in the relative ei f ect' vOna5s o: 
7-us, ethylenediamine is '-e best solvent in t e e t^ ;,tio~ = Y ogi
59/6,
	 >
while for coal AD 59/1 more highly dev4_oped, =t =s	--di^e	 ^^^=
,, as maximum extractive power.
or more convenient comparison of the extra' --Vt ==b =- - ^s	 -
various media vis-a-vis the two coals, Figure 9 shows = 4v.-e-^}
the ;Meld of extract from the softest coal (nu 59t o i =^ _ _ - Y ^ ^^= _ -
th e yield for coal AD 59/1.
It can be seen that most solvents, ketones and pr- ar 
a 
==e ;
in the upper par L of the grap1h, above t he bisectrix
denoting equal a. ounts of extr V . ?rimary amines such as et..'_
diamine (B.P. 117°C) or hexylamin p B.P. 1300C) ark- us more 
a t4V
-_	 in ext racting the less developE:d cow- iA 59Ic	 -n the - --
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aromatic tertiary amines lie in the lowe.- part and extract r..ore
material fro-, coal AD 59/1 than from coal AD 59/6.
By interpolation, one would expect secondar r Lmines to .. `Jean
intermediate behavior. In t his regard, it can :,e seem that ,.lpropy+_
amine extracts the same amount from the two coals undo ccr.61-z"eratic::
(Figure 9).
Corn parison between homologues in : h e same chemic&.'i _°c'.: i;fCan
also bring out certain aspects of the role in the cxtraC^iG.,: p: e nc e:• :
played by the solvent.
figure 10 shoos the mass yield of extract fro 	 ^- := Sc 'r.=et
treatment of coal AD 59/1 by various solvent - amilibs.
Carve 1 refers to primary clip: at_c amines cone.._.._: g an _n-
crea s ing number of carbon atoms. It,can be sec , t_.at the yield in-
creases considerably on passing from : ropy lamire
am-1ne (B.F. 130 oC). A similar, thou;;h less pr	 nc	 r`=	 -ono;:..c.ec, cZa.:.
served in the family of primary aliphatic aiechols (Curve 2).
From examination of these curves, it appears that dil::ticn Df
the-.ical function characteristic of the fam:Lly	 or	 )'•	 'n-
creasin^ length of the '-,ydrocarbon c::ain does not 'r_avc ar. a ::Gb1e
effect on the yield of extract. In the present ;, ase, it
Favorable in fluence of the Conco:Qr.tant C:.anoe in t:'eatmen v` tc	 c ^ .=
which is the determining -o enomenon.
Curves 3 and 4 show the change in yield of extract On :=o
a primary amine t0 the COrra SpOndir:f tertiary a:.-. L	 'he ;,fi g; f _..or e-_ 
only sli ghtly between propylaraine (B.?. =48 0 0) a.rid diaropylanine (5.?•
109 0 C) , then somewhat more markedly between dipropyla.- in e and
r..^r. e (B.?. 15o e C). A similar, but rat: er less stron- c_^.an !re IS :.'_-serf -_
for the butylamines. It can thus be seen that adding an aliph t-c oh
leads to quite different rezults, depa nd_riCL, cn w heLh_-r
lengthening of the hydrocarbon skeleton or a bran c1.i:'^ 3n the
Thus, nor: al ;.exylamine and diprcpylamine, which have comp a.racl,^
ing po-nts and concentrations of basic functions, have
whizh diffier by a fac ter of five in favor of t..e primary ^.J
One may therefore con3lude that the pr '-Mary amino group _s
effective than the secondary amino group in attack'-.-.,-, t::c co y - = -
ir
i
1
1
3
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FiZure 10. Variation of extract yield in various :-,olvulou
being tested.
There one can also see the manifestation of a steric affect due
to blocking of the basic site in the
At this point it is interesting to co::sider how t::ese curves c an.—ea
with the nature of the coal. The dashed curves in Figure 10 :tee e^ tc
a softer coal (AD 59/6). For p rimnary ililin es sit*- i.-Icreasin--
weights, the yield increases a long a cu-. ,,, e (Curve 1 1 ) which is en--fl-,:^17
similar to that seen with coal AD 59/1 (Curve 1). But going from a
primary amine, here propylamine, to uipropyla:.i ne is not craracterize(I
by an increase in yield from coal .'.:) 59/6, but by a sharp drop in yield..
Consequently, dipropylamine see,-,.s Sl ightly 'Less Gf f eCti`v c
coal r D 59/0' than coal AD 59/-.	 havc: already poinred out suc
behavior 'n the case of such arc::.'-tic tertiary amines as pyr idine
6).
For rap id characterization of 	 Of e x. -, .-ct ?:`r —Ic- v-.
and dielectric-constant measurements w l.-Aen the solvents used Mau
stable anouGh; the respective values are shown _.. .::c_e X^
4) . In general, there is an increase in the v1scosity of ., :.e ...._
the concentration of extract increases; this is shoran Ln the	 o_
^p
v:
u
rCoal tinsoie
e oahlo	 ach
o	 Stirred-	 `="'•` <„
zp. --contact C4­ 11 	 11'c
i	 ,on•t	 ^	 ,
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` ' 1Vc (7ji Solvent: iehtylenediamine
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t	 i
U	 O Solven t ^ ,c^a•^LZ 	 pyridine "7j
C1 61
L
N	 i S.'+ 	 t:.	
44^^	 2  h	 ,:1^.
►
c^^ a y ^  .vu N7	 F
o	 .a	 zo	 ao
Extract concentration C9/0
Figure 11. viscosity of extract so-
Figure 11 for pyridine and ethyienediamine, The experimental points
are for extractions of coal AD 59/6 under var io::s co:.ditio s;	 z ac-
tion in Soxhlet or stirred contactor wit?^ var_able time:, an da
They give the curve of viscosity vs. extract concentration ::It :setter
accuracy, and constitute a happ y conf irmation t at the
sults are indeed consistent.
It must be concluded from this that, the exzractIon process
into solut_on molecules
	 ose relatively .:_^:, ::oleca^^__ :e_ „
	ac:._,_..^
for the increased viscosity of the solution. It shoulc 	 n3ted
the Increase in viscosity is sometimes quite high,
dilution of the solutions. Thus, for extracts is 
by le_-ht of ex tract produces a viscosity increase of t:. Ord.L
cS,. G "'1 of 1.8 cSt, the viscos ity of pure ethylenedia'ine.
	
contrast, in the dielectric meas^: v : e:. 	 3	 e.
a more or less marked drop-off in the dielectric constant of	 -
t.-Lon as the extract content increases (Table x). The large::'
be t:leen the dielectric constant ol" t c extract zGlu'ti on anc
7:­­e Zolvent is seen for pyridine, wh:ic may bje a1:uoS one 'a.".
.I
I
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The extracted molecules thus s eem to have only a low ove.- .._.
polarity.
A more far-reaching interpretation of the visco..ity re. 	 _..3
of the dielectric constant ones as well, would requi • e a bc:-.--
standing of the physical and chemical nature of the coal ext.-.,-
Although many authors have considered them to be colloidal so_
[3], [22], these questions still have not received fully sati-_'_
answers, despite the various studies devotee t.
in continuin the analysis, we should ive closer attent_ .. ^.
this stage to the beh avior of these same solvents used
the same sample.
2. Successive extractions by pure solvents
To test the extractive capacities of the solvents rr:.cn th`4, are
applied successively to the same sample, we "sed tv.o so Ivan;
have high activities: ethylenedia;;lire and pyridine.
When a sample of coal AD 59/6 is treated with pyridine in a
for 43 hr, the yield of extract is .14%, as we have already
Supp lementary treatment with ethylcn edi-a m-f ne in t = e:.tract'on
under identical conditions rases the total yield to 271541),
To investigate the importance of t:.e ordei° n
are used, We performed the same operatic in the
by treating the sample ethylenedia,mine, and we were sU-rpr isec t
cover hat pyridine, used next, gave only a
of extract.
=n the present case, treatment by amines in success'	 :hot
give a yield ' higher than that f=^c:,. the better c: the -c^?
t.-.en subjected coal AD 59/6 to tv;o ser	 of	 ire extr^ _-
tions which used five aid sever, solvents ; res pec =vely	 a'c	 X:'. .
1 , car. be seer tha',; a very lar ; a yield of
',',here,  since it .-as greater than 	 fn all. It ' 2-_.Mar	 _
e _ :ylenediar:'n e used last still recovers 25 5 of the initial
near ly the amount of extract obtained u:'_-:g simple	 v -
sample by .'-is solvent alone. 	 siz.ilar phenomenon
Rubicka [231 in treatment of a coal containing- 82.15: cartco::.
0
Experiment .,
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TABLE XI. SUCCESSIVL EXTR A CTIONS BY PUKE
 SOLVENTS
COAL AD 59/0'. EXTRACTION TIME: 48 HOURS. SOXn`LET TREE_`.
Partial; ._
Solvents I extract' a 1vunt6 -	 `
yields
	 (!) y>.	 . _...
Ca, I^.hr^:nu ,lu•.............. •Ai iso{c..  ...	 ............ ....................
I-{tC\^'{:l ullllc........... 1.^1 ^S	 -
.`{t ^11Rt1Y{f ^f {+^•ii/Gill'............
+ -
3 '1 rc,inc - ^-	 it a ,.:.	 ..	 •	 .. .r1111C........
.................}it.+}';c::cdi^mil3c ............. 25,E
	
-	 --	 j^rl: ., ;n	
..................
+
-
- --`----
.'i
	
........... 2J
'+Total yield dill 	 idG. "'""'•. v %`
..•.......
I
5	 -77 --
-----
-	 --- --
Total	 yield............. go.31
After using the solvents successively, the next step shots be
study': g their action when -hey are used zo-ether, i	 i	 •^	 .	 ,	 a Tia^:.^..-,.
3• :: - .:cures of solvents
'ae mass extract yield obtained after 48 hr of extraction is w
funct_on of the composition of the binary mixture considere4.
experimental results are chow {n Table XII r: 2n	 _ct1 shows
tior, of the extraction solvent. in volume percent, the mass
e. cent, and the viscosity and u:ielect•ric coinstal
.
,1 ofr
V+ons•
The mixtures of pyridine wit, varioas primary
are giver. graphically 
.1.n ?igure i^.	 It .^5 i.^.aediate:.v a•r .... ••v -	 -Y 	 V ♦. ^
r.:ixtures are generally more active than he pure solve: t.s .
	 o.
tre extract yield obtained from coal AD 5910' is 270 with et h^^c:1=
and 14 for pyridine , but it reaches 33 v
	 h a	 ~
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3.. _ C•Iruthon iii So.hrrl;	 L: ibn
(coal, ia.vic
	
r _. !
	
I	 1
• i
U
U
L am • i	 ^: rF7"
CMN
	
I'	 r	 I
	
5. p jrrid ; n.	 (C,f,,)2 h M' 1
	
25	 50	 %S	 1 w
	
5 Volu,-re percentage of 	 z
solvent Z
-are
	
12. Extract yie	 in binary
;ixtures of pyridine	 various
SOi Vent S•
to 
h_ '-- -'---1
( 6 h
S	 ^ ;
U	 25	 5a	 %S	 i:.^
s Volu.^^e percentage of	 Z
solvent Z
igare y3, a.:t: uJt yield in ., narr
xt.ures o C;t:i'1lane C:i ci.+.n^ .._
various solvents.
i	 3G" pyr L%A 	(	 --- ::__ ^:d y I L.'ethylened
^ 13, Cw •ve i -
amine and	 !	 _ -	 a
Si.,,ilar results .:ere obtained wi..: ...__.cures of ethyierediar::ine
butyronitr i l e or various amine solvents Figure 13). in then case,
While butyronitril e produces no extrac -^ ::hen it is used alo:	 ^^.^- _
of increasing quantities of amine produces a rapid increase in ttie
Yrh_c passes through a maximum for a mixture conta ni^^i^ about ,p as===•^
itrile alc:ne	 ze-y	 ,	 j ;, e (Curve l	 While buty^^ onand
effectiveness, it thus appears that at moderate concentration 8 it Z _
dances the action of pyridine and ethylenediamine.
One could ask onesel^
	
	
e re3peri;about the factors which ax  _. } moo,=
-	 ;hown b binary solvont raixturc.a. >'ort?:^: cnnance^i ac _ ^ ivit^ ^	 Y
extraction a first interpreta;:ion would i.voVo=ii,,
of 
,.h	 in a change i:: treatment, ;e pe-' a ,^u e
 ,,..^, p er^orlenor.	
-
ture. For instance, in an irregular solution. invo_Vin_ -w-
or
	
ca=== V=t -.
-.-
wriich have mutual interaction throughydroSe: 
e	 4	 oint whit: dete'_"."..i neS the extract10n tax.:A,er, tr-.e bo `^ l^ng p	 = _
.he Saxhlet apparatus, can be much higher than those of tie laon.—,	 = i
Suc, an increase in temperature could thus contribute to a
increase in the mass yield of extract.
es ;ci^.1rt	 .	 c-Experiments in she stirr^:a contactor,	 =Y-	 ;he
diarine-dimethylformamide mixture, where the ter .erato e re ::a r.. 'if
po int of the r:.ixtwr: , .:av^and independent of the colling 
establish that the an::anced effectivenes s of extrae.,_on --y ^.	 `•4-J
mixture is a fundamental phenomenon which cannot be re-a^^u tc	 _ •--
ce :o y __ _.._,increase in to	 XT1,	 It shoa'd ulsope:ature ;^able -
during substitution batr,een ethyienediar in e and pyridine,
the average extraction temiper atura remains virtua y in de: e ^-cr.
gene»al thing,-, if C.5 8 	 QY^Co:1j30Sitio :, 0. the .:^eGium.-
f_'r st appr ox ,, mation she 3pecifi c interact ions ments.oned above,
	
-	 possible to a ssu,:,e that the boiling points Of the -' x"I es
" ~ 1	 constant in sofar as the pre solvents have he Sc .i	 _
	
-_T	 .c.. ,,^ve - y
points.	 _ --
Even though deeper analysis of the o:serve:. 	 --	 ^-
M emiatur^ at `- h4 s sta e of the resear c h,	 is	 3j :	 '^r	
ft tive Giustiication for -.emi by considering	b n^.ry 7 _^:^... j
be a bi- o» polyfunctional solvent. And so in sclutio.w _ -
dia .ine and pyridine, the pr iz-a r I a-,:. in::	 oup can act
t	 _	
1. v a7 r	 1• -	 — -
,ydr open bonding,w'n it e the ter-i&- y ar,mine car. at ^... - 	 -- tM =L_
•J
compounds  contained in the coal sample.
Like::ise, pyridine give, the :.ec^^... a ccr ;,- _.: 
r^:c*, should 
n
ot be unfavorab l e for ex+.ractir_a arot - 	 - : •. -=
t'r,e coal. :n this way, the mixture :could add
pr op er t;es of its tiro coast t;:ents, and we i:air.e
cond"j. on  the yield of Extract c	 d be enh8nced.oul 
O^P"OOIt PAQ^ ^QUA,it^
J
ti
.
CC:vCL'uS^O::S
Study of the extraction of coal by z;.-,-,an f c Zclv_.:
te: Aperature has allowed us to understand the
which will lead to a maximum yield of extract.
Based on the results obtained on the of fuct of t'._ .._ , .: e _
solvent, it appea.^s to be desirab le in re.:ch-I n 	 tc
use of binary mixtures or possibly of even more ca ple f ones
of a^i nes or, more generally, of basic
This especially favorable behavicr of bl-- sic ,o__-
lated to the chemical nature of the sedir..entary or an_c
sub•se-uent changes have giver: rise to the coal,
which are the or gin of the coal and whit:: rake 	 pe`t .._
posed for the most part of fu'_vic and humic acids •.. ich are
I	 ex , r ac able by bases. Cf course, du :-'.r. :-- "he
ratter through burial in geolovical strata, 	 -s a prcL_,^s^_._
apr.earance of the solubility in bases. =t is alsc possible tc
phenomenon to the elimination of oxygen, and
actions initially p resent. hut. for he coal-
there r emains a special susceptibility to the basic n atw c	 _._ _:
tion solves t3.
in the present case, it should te no --a-,J that -.he Cc^. S	 _ _.. _
t:: the higher-. extraction yields are e'. c : iv.y those w=tn tC
oxy:;eY cc::,.ents.
To enlarge the scope of this work we have cons'-de ' e-d	 =
the solvents discussed above for treatment of {ero-en or
	
contained in sedi :e .tary r ccr,s. Pr actionirg o= 	 --':^ , ..	 e:.
tract'-on is a techni que frequent l y used in zeochein lcal
rroce es `.:rich direct the rrenesis of petroleu u2„E2f
pc „rolEu;u co e :. amples dd. 1	 C11 illin Ir.
sup died by the lnstitut ^rangais du Petrole iFTWft 	 #U 1-e
he r cck being studied, particularly rich in kern
car :,c n, or about 20% by weight of o_,Canic ma-.ter.	 ffrat
with c lcroforn: gave an extract yield of about 0.00 e* based o-
--
_^V
rAB mixture have a low yield (2.8 5'0 ) :^.:e : used in Scx :le;,
c£ coal AD 59/5.
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rock. Later extraction with the ternary mixture
by volume; ace;,on8 - 15 1"; 13enZene - 705) , commonly use d -In geOC:...:._ --
studies, would give a supplementary yield of less than 1% of the 	 -
of thae rock after several weeks of treatment in the Sox: let. l:, sh----.,
t ,^ amour_t
 
of extract represents only 10 to 15% of the or e,anic mate'-1
present.
When the same sample was treated =n t :e Sc1:.._etfor -:8 hr
mixture of 50a pyridine - 5a) et'hy 'lenedlam ine, `r7e obtained an e}:traC:.
3. o; of the weight o_ t're roc"-, or about 4Cp of ,, E organic
is supposed to contain.
The nature of the extraction solvent thus does have a large Influ-
ence On the yicla Of extract, both for Coal and for e.erogens, percur;:o:•s
of gaseous or liquid hydrocarbons.'However, the chenica_ 	 "uetu_ e of
reroven s is much more Varied than th, t o_' COais, SO i t	 cCeSSBry LC
be careful about making too hasty extr4polations. .t can be expected
trial kerogens whic h have undergo e a strong e VG_'ut_v t:._^G :-h the
action of c-eolCoic co no:itions will maintain their very	 ;.Jlubilities,
1 whatever the solvent used.
1:, conclusion, the authors wish to ^_ve spac=a_
lnstitut National des Extractives [Nat icnal ExtraC:tives =...,titute ,
and par;.icularly to vuM.No8l and Fassotte for the i to est	 ..^c:.
j	 they -ave followed this work.
it
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